PARTY WEEK FROM TODAY;
TO BE IN NEW GYNASIUM;
SQUARE DANCE FEATURED

The senior high party will take place in the new gym on Friday, January 17, from 8:30 to 11:30. Nelson Karl's seven piece orchestra will furnish music for the dancing with George Cole as vocalist. There will be both round and square dancing. Seeley Funk has charge of the refreshments. The gym will be decorated with balloons and cornstalks as chosen by the decoration committee, consisting of Mary Winslow and Lois Nesbitt.

The student tax ticket is necessary for admittance, and no outsider may attend. Foster Sipperly is in charge of the door.

Chaperons for the dance will be Miss Hayes, Miss Wheeling, Miss Cushing, and Dr. Fredericks.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AIR
EVERY DAY AT 2:30 O'CLOCK

Milne students may listen to the American School of the Air any day at 2:30. The school radio is in room 228, and permission to use it may be secured from Miss Conklin. The purpose of the American School of the Air is to give the children that which they might not otherwise be able to take advantage of. Some of the subjects covered in these broadcasts are music, history, current events, science, art, geography, literature, and poetry.

The program for next week is as follows;
Jan. 10 - Current events
Jan. 13 - History—San Antonio
Jan. 14 - Art—Woven pictures and their stories
Jan. 15 - Geography—Hafelf Dan and Kiev
Jan. 16 - Music—The Leprechaun (Primary)
Jan. 18 - Elementary science—How new kinds of plants and animals came
Jan. 17 - Vocational guidance—Careers in governmental service
Jan. 19 - Current events
Jan. 20 - History—Pittsburgh
Jan. 21 - Literature—The deeds of Sir Geraint

TEA DANCE IS POSTPONED;
NORVELL IN CHARGE OF FIELD DAY

The first tea dance, which was originally scheduled for this afternoon, was postponed until some Friday afternoon after mid-year examinations.

Ralph Norvell was appointed chairman of the field day committee. Places that have been suggested are: Averill Park, The Methodist Farm on Crooked Lake, the Y. M. C. A. Camp on Fuller's Lake, and Lyons Lake. Only competitive swimming will be allowed. If, however, the students in general are allowed to swim, Coach Geovay and Miss Hitchcock will arrange for life guards.

Ray Hotting, president of council, announced that homerooms should arrange a time to hold class meetings for the election of class officers. Special permission may be obtained from the faculty for a time and place to hold these meetings.
MORE CLOCKS NEEDED!

Have you ever had the experience of thinking you had plenty of time to get to your class after lunch, and then arriving in that class five minutes late? All the way to Miss Shaver's office and back, you heartily wish that there had been a clock in the locker room or annex, as the case may be. But there is no clock in either of these places and, unless the students will support this idea, there will be none.

Some are fortunate enough to possess watches and may set them by the school clock. But what of those people who do not have watches in school? Must they be continually guessing at the time when they are not in a classroom? How much better it would be for all concerned if only three clocks were added to those already in use.

The first clock should be placed in the annex and should be set exactly with the Milne clocks. It is quite a distance from the annex to Milne's building when one guesses wrongly at the time. A clock in the annex would abolish this game of chance and be a really worthwhile addition to the school.

(Continued in next column)
The meeting was called to order by the president, Leslie Sleeperly, and the quotations were from Rudyard Kipling, quotations for next week will be from Nathalla Crane.

The new members who were not sworn in last week took the oath this week. The society discussed plans for a Solomon Grundy party to acquaint fully the new members with the upper classmen and to raise money for the club.

It was decided to change the date of the quin-Sigma dance as it came on the same night as the Coble ski game. After some difficulty in choosing a new date, February 21 was approved of in a joint meeting of the two societies.

George Farrington gave a report on She White Leopard, by Fletcher.

The roll was called and quotations were from William Shakespere. Marjorie Stanton gave his biography and Betty Douglas his works. The author for next week is John Galsworthy. Virginia Soper will have his works and Jean LaGrange his biography. The minutes were read and corrected and the treasurer's report was given.

The date for the quin-Sigma dance was voted on for February 21. A motion was made and carried that the quin-Sigma dance be semi-formal. The price was fixed at $1.25.

The meeting was adjourned after quin had joined Sigma to discuss the coming dance.

Societies:

Quin:
The meeting was called to order by the president, Leslie Sleeperly, and the quotations were from Rudyard Kipling. Quotations for next week will be from Nathalla Crane.

The new members who were not sworn in last week took the oath this week. The society discussed plans for a Solomon Grundy party to acquaint fully the new members with the upper classmen and to raise money for the club.

It was decided to change the date of the quin-Sigma dance as it came on the same night as the Coble ski game. After some difficulty in choosing a new date, February 21 was approved of in a joint meeting of the two societies.

Theda Nu:
The regular meeting of Theda Nu was held last Tuesday in room 126 from 11:00 to 11:30. The membership cards and pins were ordered.

George Farrington gave a report on The White Leopard, by Fletcher.

Sigma:
Zeta Sigma Literary Society was called to order at 11:05.

The roll was called and quotations were from William Shakespere. Marjorie Stanton gave his biography and Betty Douglas his works. The author for next week is John Galsworthy. Virginia Soper will have his works and Jean LaGrange his biography. The minutes were read and corrected and the treasurer's report was given.

The date for the quin-Sigma dance was voted on for February 21. A motion was made and carried that the quin-Sigma dance be semi-formal. The price was fixed at $1.25.

The meeting was adjourned after quin had joined Sigma to discuss the coming dance.

Adelphoi:
Seeley Funk gave a report on The Aftermath of Sudden Death. It dealt with the manner in which humans are repaired after an accident. An informal discussion followed.

French Club Discusses Movie

At their meeting last Monday in room 126, the French Club discussed the picture, "The Tale of Two Cities." They plan to read "The Punch-Book of Notre Dame" during the club period. They will read the book in English.

The French I classes have planned to carry on correspondence with French high school students.